Your all-in-one video
management solution.

Acquire. Share. Stock.
With the SurgiMedia COMPACT, you connect and access to the patient’s
file instantly, in order to store, archive and share your audio and video
records produced in the operating room.

Use it instantly
Surgimedia COMPACT are operational right away, with a plug
and play setting. They are compatible with the whole set of
computational and video sources (old and new generation) inside
the operating room : ultrasound scanners, endoscopes, image
intensifiers, browsers, microscopes …

Adaptive to all of your operating
rooms
SurgiMedia COMPACT meet all the requirements to be
evolutionary to all operating room, without any structural
modification. Thanks to their compact size, you can move them
from one room to another in mobile setting and store them easily
even in a limited space.

Versatile and customizable
We customize your SurgiMedia COMPACT based on your
needs (audio options, video, DICOM, functionalities, …).
Initially made for video recording, they are quickly evolutionary
at limited cost thanks to a SelectBOX. You will then be able to
broadcast the frames of your medical devices in real time and
to do Picture In Picture and Picture And Picture display.

Made in France

Warranty

Medical Devices

We design and produce our
solutions in Grenoble. Which mean
we master them perfectly and so we
can adapt them to the specific
demands of our customers.

SurgiMedia COMPACT and the rest
of our products are 2 yearswarranted.

SurgiMedia COMPACT are CE marked
in order to address security and
hygiene expectancies of your medical
environment and ensure their
compatibility with other equipment which
they are connected to.

A user-friendly interface.
A simple and touchscreen user interface based on icons to facilitate
the handle and utilization of your SurgiMedia on a daily base.

Greater convenience
for the surgical team
SurgiMedia COMPACT bring you convenience
in your daily life in operating room through the
entire touchscreen management of your
audio, video, DICOM, in an all-in-one
equipment.

Photo and video
Acquire your surgeries implemented as
photos, audio video sequences, in full HD
up to 4K with an automatic register on a
local server or on the network.

Share

Storage
Manual or automatized record of your photos
and videos at DICOM format, directly on the
PACS.

Share your intervention with your students or
with a peer.
• Streaming video and audio bidirectional
• Videoconference HD and 4K

Patient’s file
Simplified access to the patient’s file through
DICOM Work List. HL7 Compatibility.
• Consultation of the patient’s data (reports,
radiology images…).

Adaptive to every environment
Wall mounted or on
the surgical arm

On column

Wall mounted or on the
surgical arm, SurgiMedia
COMPACT fit in easily in
your environment.

Fixed on an endoscopy column,
SurgiMedia COMPACT can be
used whatever your specialty is.

On mobile trolley
Fixed on mobile trolley,
SurgiMedia COMPACT can
be easily moved from one
room to another and stored
effortlessly.
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DESCRIPTION

REFERENCE

SurgiMedia HD-S

1 numerical video input SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI type with a 21.5’’
touchscreen

Réf. IS2567

SurgiMedia HD-H

1 numerical video input DVI-D/HDMI type with a 21.5’’ touchscreen

Réf. IS2568

SurgiMedia HD-X

1 video input with connection choice between 6 inputs CV /S-Video/
VGA / RGB/YPbPr/ 3G-SDI/HDMI with a 21.5’’ touchscreen

Réf. IS2238

SurgiMedia 4K-S

1 numerical video input SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI/6G/12G type in
Single, Dual ou Quad Link mode with a 21.5’’ touchscreen

Réf. IS2570

SurgiMedia 4K-H

1 numerical video input HDMI 2.0 compatible DVI-D with a 21.5’’
touchscreen

Réf. IS2571

SurgiMedia HD-XE

Built-in template with 1 video input with connection choice between
CV /S-Video/ VGA / RGB/YPbPr/HD-SDI/3G-SDI/HDMI

Réf. IS2296
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